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TWO NONEQUIVALENT CONDITIONS FOR WEIGHT FUNCTIONS

CHARLES FEFFERMAnUnD BENJAMIN MUCKENHOUPT2

ABSTRACT.   A nonnegative function on the real line satisfies the con-

dition   A     if,   given  e > 0,  there exists a   S > 0  such that if / is an inter-

val,  E C /,   and  \E\ < S|/|,   then /_ Ws t /. W.   A nonnegative function on

the real line satisfies the condition A  if for every interval  I, J" . W S C f. W,

where   2/ is the interval with the same center as  /  and twice as long, and

C is independent of  /.   An example is given of a function that satisfies  A

but not  A   .

1.   Introduction.   The condition A^  is important in [l], [3] and [5] since

for various pairs of operators,  T and  U, there is a constant  C  such that

J\Tf\pW < C ¡\Uf\pW provided W  satisfies  A^.   In [6] an inequality of this

type is proved for W  satisfying A.    The proof in [6] would be much simpler

if W  were assumed to satisfy  A^,   For this reason and the fact that both

AM  and A  appear quite naturally in weighted norm inequality problems, it

seems to be of interest to give an example of a function that satisfies  A  but

not A   .

An example of such a function in a dyadic setting was discovered by D.

Burkholder and communicated to us orally. The dyadic example provided the

inspiration for parts of this paper.

If IV   satisfies the condition  AM,  it follows from the results of [4] or the

alternate definition of A^ used in [6] that IV   satisfies  A.   It is also easy

to show this directly as follows.   Suppose that W   satisfies  A   ,  and let <5

correspond to e = 72 in the definition of AM.   Let n be the least integer

greater than l/S,   and, given an interval  /,  let 7fe  be the interval with the

same center as  /  and with  |LJ = (n + k)\l\/n.   By the definition of 5

f W < Í f        W.
Jlk + i-lk     ~2Jlk + 1
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Therefore,

J,        W <2   (    W,Jlk+\      -     Jlk

and

Í    IV= f    IV < 2"  f    IV = 2" f IV.
J2I Jt„     -       Jj0 Ji

The example of this paper then shows that  AM  is a condition that is

strictly stronger than  A.   The example,  W(x),  developed here is a one di-

mensional one, but an n  dimensional example can be obtained by defining

W (x) = W(x,),  where x,   is the first coordinate of x.   The fact that  IV
77 1   ' 1 72

satisfies  A  but not A^  in  R"  follows immediately from the fact that  W  has

this property in  R.

Throughout this paper the letters  z, /, k, m  and n will denote integers

whether this is stated in the context or not; the letters a, b, h  and x  will

be arbitrary real numbers, and  C will denote a positive constant not neces-

sarily the same at each occurrence.

2.   Definitions and simple observations.   Define

Í1/2, 0<x<4""-1,
3/2, 4-"-1<*<3-4-*-1,

1/2,       3 • A"'1 <x< i~",

and to have period   A~n.   An equivalent definition is

(2.2) /77^=1-^277(^2n + iWV2,

where r (x) = sgn[sin(2"+1z/x)]  is the nth Rademacher function.   For posi-

tive x define n{x) to be the integer such that

(2.3) 4-77(x)-i <x<4-«(*>

and define

2n(x)

(2.4) W(x) =    H   fk(x),       0<x< 1.
k = 0

It will be shown that  W(x)  satisfies condition  A but not  AM  on [0, l].   If

W(x) is defined to be   1  for x > 1  and if W(x)  is defined to be W(— x)  fot
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negative x,  it follows trivially from the result on [0, l]   that  W(x)  satisfies

the condition  A but not AM  on (— o, at).

Next define

m(x,h)

(2.5) wh(x)= n /fcw.
fcsO

where m(x, h)  is the smaller of  2n(x)  and w(|//|).   The following elementary

observations will be needed; proofs are given after the statements.

1. ,r^+4~; flnk_m fk(x)dx = A~' provided j < m < n.

2. il£ fAx) is constant on the interval (mA~"~l, (m + l)4-"-1] for

7/2 an integer and on adjacent intervals of this type differs by a factor of 3,

1/3  or  1.

3. On (72A-", A~n],  W(x) = 3*2"2"-1   on a subset of measure

(72+1)2- 372-2_

4. If 0 < x < 1, - x/2 < h < x  and  0 < 6 < 1,  then

Wh(x)/32A < Wh(x + 6h) < 729Wh(x)/4.

Because of periodicity it is sufficient to prove observation 1 for the case

a - 0.   On an interval  /. = (z'4~", (z + l)4~""],  117_1 fAx)  is constant, and

the integral of / (x)  is  A~".   Therefore,

j n/*w*-Jfí n fhi*)d*.

Adding these for  0 < i < A"~'   shows that

This process then can be repeated to obtain the result.

Observation 2 follows from the fact that fÁx)  changes by a factor of  3

at the points (2/ + l)^-*-1 * (2/ + i)'A"~kA~"~ l  and these points cannot

coincide for different k's.

For observation 3, first note that fAx) ■ l/ for x  in (VA~n, A~n]  and

0 < k <n - 1.   The functions /  , • • • , /,     are independently distributed on

(ViA~n, A~"]  since each has a full period where the preceding one is con-

stant; this independence also follows immediately from (2.2).   Furthermore,
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each of these functions equals % on half the interval and 3/2 on the other

half. Therefore, on (VA'", 4"""], ïlj**n fk(x) equals 3k2~"-1 on a subset

of measure ("'t )2~ .   Observation 3 follows immediately from this.

To prove observation 4, fix x  and  h  satisfying the conditions and let

g(y) = n^p'     f A\y).   By observation 2, g(y) changes by at most a factor

of 3  on an interval of length 4-«(|*l>-1.   since   \dh\ < \h\ < 4~"(l¿l),

3-4g(x) < g(x + dh) < 34g(x).   Since - x/2 <h<x,  the product for

W,(x + Oh) can have at most two more or two fewer f.'s  in it than g(x + dh)

so

2~2gU + Oh) < wAx + Oh) < 322~2g(x + Oh).

Combining these inequalities and using the fact that g(x) = W Ax) proves

observation 4.

3.   W satisfies condition A on   [0, l].   It will be shown that there are

positive constants,   C,   and    C2,  such that if 0 < h < b and   b + h < 1,  then

(3.1) CxhV¡Ab) < jbb + h W(x)dx<C2hWh(b),

and

(3.2) C^WAb) < jbb_h W(x)dx < C2hWh(b).

These show that the integrals of  W over two adjacent subintervals of [0, l]

of the same size are comparable.   This obviously implies condition  A by

considering the two halves of the interval that is to be doubled.

To prove the second inequality in (3.1) write the integral as

(3.3) f+¿wU)J«   dx.
J b h       WAx)

By observation 4, (3.3) is bounded by

(3.4) CWAb)   Çh+hM*L   dX;
h        J b       Wh(x)

as noted in §1,  C  will denote a positive constant not necessarily the same

at each occurrence.   By (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5), (3.4) is bounded by

(3-5) CWh(b)jh^-"(h>       'ff'     fk(x)dx.
k=m(b,b) + l
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Then observation 1 and the fact that  4~"(   ' < Ah complete the proof of the

right inequality in (3.1).   For the left inequality in (3.1), proceed in the same

manner, and use the first inequality in observation 4 to show that (3.3) is

bounded below by (3.4) with a different positive  C.   Next, (3.4) is bounded

below by

.   ,   rb+i-n(h)-\        2"iè)

(36) cw¿b)fb n   /,wfc
KD'°J k = m(b,h) + l

Observation 1 and the fact that 4-"(*'-    > b/A complete this part.

If 0 < h < b/2,  the inequalities (3.2) follow immediately from (3.1) and

property  4.   If b/2 < h < b,  then by the case just observed

Sl-h Wix)dX * 51/2 W{XUX >-CA Wl>/2{b)-

By the definition of  W,   this is bounded below by  ChW Ab),   and the first

inequality in (3.2) is proved in this case also.   Finally, to prove the second

inequality in (3.2) if  b/2 < h < b,  use the fact that

Jb ri-n(b) °°       r4~i
,       W(x)dx< I* W(x)dx =    Y .     W(x)dx.
b — h j 0 ^-^     J 4—;—1

i~n(b)m/  x   7 °2,     çA-l

2=77 (fe)

Now on [A~'-\ A~'], fAx) = V2 fot 0 < k < j - 1  and fix) < 3/2.   Therefore,

by observation 1,

2;

f4  '     W(x)dx < 3 • 2~> f4 '        TT   f,(x)dx = 9 ■ 2-3>-2,
/e=; + l

and by (3.7)

(3.8) [b       W(x)dx <C ■2-in(b\
J b — h ~

Since  b/2 < h < b, 4~*(è)-2 < h < A~n{b\  and  n(h)  equals  nib) or nib) + 1.

Therefore,   2_2n(fe)<4 • 2~2n{h\  and the definitions of Wfc and  /¿ show

that 2""(fc) < 2 n^ fk(b) < AWhib).   Writing the right side of (3.8) as

C ■ 2-"1   '2~   "(   ' and using these two facts complete the proof of the right

inequality in (3.2)

4.   W does not satisfy  A^ on  [0, l].   This will be shown by producing

a sequence of intervals,   /  ,   and a sequence of sets,  E   ,  such that
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\B   I C Ic
EC/, lim   —2- = 0    and lim W/\     W = 1.

"       " 77—   |/   | n-^oo  Jen       Jln
1    771

To do this let ¡n = [l/2A~n, A~"}  and let En be the subset of /    where

W(x) >3222/32-277-l_   By observation 3,

l'J fe=[277/3]+l

and
72 + 1

2 + 1-*:

M^^Wgí
where  L2«/3J  denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to  2n/3.   That

the limits of these two ratios are  0  and   1  respectively follows immediately

from the fact Í2, (16.4.6), p. 200] that if 0 < p < 1,  a = 1 - p and a < b,

then

lim £
77—.00 (3rV-*.ö,)-«/;,-^

np +a(npq)lA<k<np +b(npq)lÁ
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